PROGRAM:

8:15 – 8:45 – Networking; Coffee/pastries available
8:45 – Welcome and Introductions
8:45 – 9:15 – Dr. Theresa Mayer, VP for Research and Innovation

Opening Remarks

9:15 – 9:50 – Beth Tranter, Associate VP for Research Planning
9:50 – 10:05 – Questions/Answers with Beth Tranter
10:10 – 10:25 – Networking Break

11:00 – 11:45 – Breakout Sessions: (Choose one to attend)

(1) Certified Research Administrator Testing and Conflict of Interest - Vicky Ratcliffe (Manager of Research Education and COI Administrator)

(2) Rates/Post Award Compliance - Ken Miller (Assistant VP for Finance University Controller) –

(3) Summit Team – Feedback Session